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Abstract
Systems and infrastructures are currently being developed based on the SOA paradigm. The main idea
is to encapsulate organizations’ functionalities within an appropriate interface and advertise it as a
service which is self-contained and do not depend on the context or state of other services. Services
are advertised, dynamically discovered, and composed to form trading processes working within
distributed systems architecture. This talk will explores three issues that SOA brings to research which
need to be explored: Semantic SOA, QoS for SOA and Quality Metrics for SOA. It has been largely
discussed in the literature that the syntactic description of services is a strong limitation to develop
systems that can scale in Internet setting. Therefore, we will discuss the techniques available to
semantically enhance service descriptions. Additionally, SOA solutions cannot be developed while
ignoring the importance of QoS measurements. The correct management of QoS specifications directly
impacts the success of organizations that have adopted a SOA approach and also directly impacts the
success and evolution of B2B and EC. Not only QoS models need to be associated with self-contained
services, but algorithms and methods need to be constructed to automatically compute the QoS of
SOA networks. Finally, in a competitive e-commerce and e-business market, organizations want their
SOA solutions to be simple, modular, easy to understand, easy to maintain and easy to re-engineer.
To achieve these objectives, one can calculate quality metrics and evaluate the complexity of SOA
architectures. Quality metrics can give an important feedback concerning the understandability, effort,
testability, reliability and maintainability of SOA solutions.
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